The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has halted most businesses
Balance
acrossSheet
the globe. A number of industries such as farming, food
Reconciliations
production, manufacturing, medical facilities, logistics,
pharmaceuticals, utilities, and retail of essential goods are doubling
their efforts to help curb the spread of the disease or help provide for
basic needs.

While the world is at a standstill, we understand that your need for
finance and accounting (F&A) services remain present and finding
the services that you need are harder to come by.

Our solution is simple: provide you with access to dependable and
cost-effective F&A solutions. We are here to extend help in
managing your finances and make better business decisions in the
face of the growing pandemic. With the help of the latest cloud
accounting software, our team of F&A experts are able to provide
you with relevant insights and cater to your every need.

D&V Philippines’

Finance & Accounting
Solutions
during the

COVID-19 Outbreak

OUR SOLUTIONS

WHY D&V PHILIPPINES?
D&V Philippines is a trusted specialized
F&A solutions firm providing catering to
more than 300 clients around the world.
Our client portfolio includes SMEs,
accounting firms, and CFOs of large
companies from a diverse range of
industries.
D&V Philippines has also activated its
Business Continuity Plan, which enables
the unhampered delivery of results. While
our team works remotely, we have
streamlined our processes to ensure the
quality and accuracy of our output through
our skeletal support structure.

Highlights:

General Accounting Services
Accounts Payables
/Receivables

Bank
Reconciliations

Balance Sheet
Reconciliations

Cloud Bookkeeping

152 Cloud Accounting and Tools
Experience
Zoom, Skype, Google Hangouts

Financial Statement
Preparation

Knowledge and Expertise Sharing
(XET, QBT, ACT)
Inventory
Management

Continuous IT Support
Quality Assurance Escalation
Mechanism

Management Accounting
Management Reporting

In this difficult time, D&V Philippines can be the business
continuity solution that your finance department needs. Given
the extended effect of the coronavirus to businesses, we can help
you put your finance department in a strategic position in the long
term.
For more information on our services and pricing during the
coronavirus pandemic, please email us at
marketing@dvphilippines.com. You may also visit our website
for information on our regular services.
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